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THE HISTORY OF CHOLIIU&R
SIR,-It is not without a keen gratification that,

mi the beginning of the year, we perceive the ab-
sence of cholera from the returns of the metropolis.
We may now be allowed to cast about us awhile, that
we may reduce to order the ideas which have crowded
on us during the crisis of the epidemic, observing
the ground from which we have parted, and making
account of that we may havo gained.

First and foremost, we find our adhesion given
more strongly than ever to the fact that in India
cholera is endemic. Do we not learn that a suffi-
ciently clear description of the complaint, under the
name of Murree, is contained in the Vedras, shouted
at festivals (poojahs), and found engraven in absolute
vernacular on a stone monument at Vizianuggur,
which dates from the period of a century preceding
the invasion of India by Alexander the Great ? Im-
mediately following the Portuguese conquest, we find
a good description of the disease, A.D. 1574, by Gar-
cias de Orta, physician of the Viceroy at Goa, who
highly valued snake-root as an admirable remedy.
He writes of it as identical with the cholera of the
Greeks, and says the natives call it Mordex.
Then we have Bontius at Java, the worthy Dutch-

man who led the van in the annals of Indian medi-
cine, with his unmistakable description, and his
saffron with opium and hogstone for succedanea.
We read with interest in his pages of the high func-
tionary of the hospital department, seized with cho-
lera at six in the eveiiing, and before the hour of
twelve a corpse. This was no later than the year
1629.
We cannot well err, then, in allowing to the dis-

ease a spontaneous origin in India, even if a disease
sui generis; it is only there that it seems to reach
that point of intensity which bursts geographical
barriers and puts a girdle of destruction round the
earth, following the precise laws of contasious dis-
ease in the fatality of its incidence, brief duration,
and the regularity of its decline. Whether abrupt
transitions or elevation of temperature originate it
by operating on the human body or on external
matter, whether derived from it or foreign to the or-
ganism, is a truth beyond our ken. Yet not only in
India has cholera its source, it is also native here,
though in its intensest aggravation it always proceeds
thence.

It is not yet out of date to say that, in the year
1631, the leading physician of this metropolis gave a
lecture at St. George's Hospital, to prove that cho-
lera morbus was no proper subject of dread, for that
it could not appear in other form than that in which
it occuirred autumnally; and he referred to the
classical description of Morton and other British
writers for proof of his assertion. Yet, while he
spoke, cholera was already trying its footing on our
shores, and before many nights were over this physi-
cian was brought face to face with the dark hued
stranger in the palatial residences of his clientelle
where it showed itself a foil to all his vaunted reme-
dies. If not different, yet worse; as different as an
ague of our days from a remittent of the days of
Morton.
We must next remark on the growing esteem

which is accorded to the ideas of Snow, as to the de-
pendence of cholera for diffusion on water-supply;
not that this inquirer pleaded for a peculiarity in
this respect, but extended the same law to ague and
other complaints. Whether a more hearty consider-
ation under the imminence of the crisis or the na-
tural progress of ideas may have brought this theory
into favour out of the obscurity into which it had
fallen subsequently to the author's death, it is not too

mInah to ythait for direelness df method as well as
f6i earnestness bf seiOntiflc thought, the name of
Snow bids fair to take its place among the worthies
of our profession. We cannot forget how a few sea-
sons since, in a lecture on Medical Logic, the meed
of praise was bestowed on Drs. Gull and Baly for
having shown in their report the baselessness of this
theory in fact. Now, however, the doctrine of Snow
bids fair to be recorded as Baconian. A more general
belief in the contagiousness of the disorder, and in-
creased probability that it consists in structural
lesion rather than in some fanctional convulsion;
that it proceeds from some morbid material contact
rather than from the irradiation of some occult, mag-
netic, or telluric cause, may also be a subject of
comment. More than all, we embrace the common
sense inevitable oonclusion, which results as a kind of
dry residuum of the congresses and deliberations
that have followed the initiative of a neighbouring
throne; viz., that it is on our government in India
that the responsibility rests to keep us free from this
plague. Hygienic precaution, despotically enforced
with a steady teaching of the consequences of
neglect-this we expect from India. All tongues and
nations will exclaim against this scandal, if the evil
be not stifled at its source. And, we confess, the
government in India is now beginning to move in
this direction. I am, etc., G.

DISPLACEMENT OF THE ARM AS A CAUSE
OF DIFFICULT LABOUR.

LETTER rROx H. E. EASTLAKE, F.K.Q.C.P., ETC.
SIR,-In the reply made in this week's JOURNAL

by Dr. Playfair to my letter in your impression of
March 16th, he wlites: " It seems to me by no means
easy to understand Dr. Eastlake's proposition, that
the elbow can only catch on the brim of the pelvis
before the vertex has entered it. A reference to the
drawing contained in Sir James Simpson's original
paper on the subject will make this clear. It will be
admitted, I think, that the elbow cannot be caught
on the brim until the whole of the head from A to B
has passed through it [the italics are my own] ; and,
even after the arm has been arrested, the head could
surely be pressed down far enough to admit of the
vertex reaching the floor of the pelvis."
The remark I made upon this particular point in

my former letter was as follows: " In that instance"
(referring to a case in my own practice), " as in the
one which occurred to Professor Simpson, the patient
was delivered by version. In. each case, the head
was prevented from entering the cavity of the pelvis,
owing to the projecting elbow hitching on the pelvic
brim; and, in the true posterior displacement of the
arm,. I cannot conceive, cacteris paribus, that the
vertex can do more than dip slightly into the pelvic
brim if left, entirely to the natural efforts." Now,
although Dr. Playfair takes exception to my view of
the question, still he could not have done better than
quote Sir James Simpson's paper, in order to prove
that I am correct in the matter. Sir James writes:
"C In this abnormal position, the displaced elbow and
forearm of the child first increased greatly the di-
mensions of the basis of the head; and, secondly,
these same parts formed a kind of projecting obstruc-
tion, which readily hitched and caught upon the
brim of the pelvis, thus preventing the descent of the
head." Moreover, as I have stated, both Professor
Simpson's patient and my own were delivered by
podalic version, which could not have been practicable
if, as Dr. Playfair assmes, the whole head had passed
through the pelvic brim, or the vertex had reached
the floor of the pelvis.
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It is to be regretted that- a oopyr of the draswing
alluded to did not acoompauy the- letter in this
week's JOURtNAL, as the referenoe to the letters A and
B (which are not in the original sketch) would have
been then more intelligible. I am, however, perfectly
familiar with the figure in Professor Simpson's paper
on this subject; and must be pardoned for saying,
that I regard it as an unsatisfactory delineation. I
think Sir James Simpson himself would admit that
it is not a work of art, and consists of little more
than a diagram of an inverted infant, showing the
left arm posteriorly displaced; but it in no way de-
monstrates the relation the foetal head and arm bear to
the maternal pelvis, which is the all-important point,
and at best can only be regarded as a hypothetical
sketch. It must be understood that, of course, I in
no way doubt the accuracy of Dr. Playfair's account
of his particular case, after reading his description in
the JOURNAL. All I maintain is, that it must have
been different in its nature from Professor Simpson's
case or my own; for in neither of these was the ver-
tex found at the floor of the pelvis, nor had the fcotal
head passed the brim. I am, etc.,

HENRY E. EASTLAKE.
Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square, April 1867.

STYPTIC COLLOID.
LETTER FROX W. J. TUBBS, EsQ.

SIR,-I am very anxious that the following parti-
culars should appear in your next week's JOURNAL,
if you will be kind enough to insert them.

I am, etc., W. J. TunBns.
Upwell, April 13th, 1807.

In August 1866, I amputated below the knee on an
aged woman, whose health had been greatly under-
mined from a spreading ulcer with great necrosis of
the tibia. The operation had been sanctioned by
Dr. Lowe, of Lynn (as the only chance of saving her
life) who was also present when I operated. I had
within forty-eight hours a good deal of bleeding, so
much so that I called in Mr. Hemming (who had ad-
ministered chloroform during the operation) pressure
was made on the artery, the limb raised and exposed.
We agree to visit the patient in two hours, and then
to seek for the bleeding vessels if necessary. How-
ever, on my return in about half-an-hour (having
been called out to see a patient) finding the pillow-
case sodden within blood, and the wvoman faint, I in-
stantly removed the dressings, and well sprayed the
stump with the colloid styptic. As spoken of by Dr.
B. W. Richardson in his lecture in this week's
JOURNAL. I also inserted the end of the tube be-
tween the inner edge of the integument and suture,
as also between the middle sutures, like magic the
bleeding ceased, coagulas formed, and a string of
solid adhesive matter obstructed the tube which had
come in contact with the blood, (I had some difficulty
afterwards in cleaning my ether spray) the faint,
putrid smell disappeared, there was no further loss of
blood, and the patient made a rapid recovery, and is
at this time perfectly well.

MEDICAL INSPECTION OF BROTHELS.
LETTER FRO1r BERKELEY HILL, ESQ.

SiX,-In your account of the proceedings of the
Committee of the Harveian Society for the Preven-
tion of Venereal Diseases, in last week's JOURNAL,
Mr. Weeden Cooke reports that an eminent surgeon
of his acquaintance is examiner to a brothel, with
such salutary effect on the denizens of that place of
resort that it is greatly frequented ou account of thae

rarity of contagion which there takes place. May I
be permitted 'to ask, through you, sir, the name of
this surgeon? Mr. W. Cooke's acquaintance is a
sufficient voucher for his being respectable as well as
eminent. One would like much to know on what
principles of trade this "eminent" gentleman is re-
munerated ? Have the principles of co-operation
been adopted in adjusting his emoluments, or does
the Chinese custom regulate them? and is he paid
for his services by each damsel only so long as her
health is preserved to her? An equitable plan would
be for the excellent lady who presides over the esta-
blishment to give him a percentage on the gross or
nett profit of the year. What, too, are the perqui-
sites of this most singular mode of practising our
profession ? What, in this instance, answers to the
dripping and kitchen stuff which our cooks claim
with all the force of immemorial custom?

Seriously, Sir, the attention of the profession should
be drawn to this statement of Mr. Weeden Cooke;
for the distinction between a government inspection
of diseased women with the object of preventing the
spread of contagious diseases in society has a very
different moral intention from a private arrangement
between a surgeon and a brothel-keeper for the pur.
pose of enhancing the profits of her shameful trade.

I am, etc., BERKELEY HILL.

HOUSE OF LORDS.-Thursday, April 11th.
AGRICULTURAL GANGS.

The Earl of SHAFTESBURY, in rising to bring under
the notice of the House the sixth Report of the
Commissioners relating to agricultural gangs, said
that the medical officer of the Privy Council states,
in his sixth Report, "that in some entirely rural
marsh districts the habitual mortality of young chil-
dlen is almost as great as in the most infanticidal
of our manufacturing towns; that Wisbech, for in-
stance, is within a fraction as bad as Manchester;
and that generally in the registration districts
(eighteen others, which include several in which the
gang-system prevails) the deathrate of infants under
one year of age is from two and a quarter to nearly
three times as high as in the sixteen districts of
England which have the lowest infantile mortality.
The result of this new inquiry, however, has been to
show that the monstrous infantine rate of the exa-
mined agrieultural districts depends only on the faet
that there has been introduced into these districts
the influence which has already been recognised as
enormously fatal to the infants of manufacturing
populations-the influence of the employment of
adult women." In the opinion of seventy medical
practitioners, the most fatal diseases were generated
by the gang system.
Lord BELMORE, on the part of the Government,

promised that any measure upon the subject should
receive careful attention, and stated that the reason
why the Home Secretary had not introduced any
Bill was because he thought some further inquiry
was needed.


